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MILK & SUGAR
Working together for more than a decade, Milk & Sugar are looking back on a
successful career as DJ's, producers and label owners. They need no introduction as
many of their productions became milestones of house music history, such as their
epic track “Higher & Higher”, and their all-time Ibiza classic “Let The Sun Shine”.
Their releases have been played and supported ever since by names like David
Morales, Dennis Ferrer or the “Godfather of House Music”, Frankie Knuckles, but as
well by all different kind of house music loving DJ´s all around the globe.
Milk & Sugar´s 2014 single “Canto Del Pilon” hit both the clubs and charts heavily last
summer, and rocketed into the iTunes top 10 in several countries around Europe! But
also their 2015 imprints “Bass (How Low Can You Go)” with Simon Harris & Chuck D
from Public Enemy and “Ready Or Not” received global support from DJ´s of all
genres.
Following their passion for music and always trying to be ahead of any trend, Milk &
Sugar have yet another card up their sleeves: They teamed up with another house
music legend, vocalist Barbara Tucker, who became famous for her extremely
intense shows and her phenomenal stage presence. Their second cooperation
entitled “My Loving” will be available in stores early February 2016.
As DJ's, producers and label owners, Milk & Sugar have won several other
accolades such as the German and Italian DJ Award and received several golden
records. Their tour calendar is always jam-packed with gigs on every continent. With
their unique house sound, they have heated up the dance floors of the best clubs and
festivals around the world such as Pacha, Space and Amnesia in Ibiza or Green
Valley and Anzu in Brazil.
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